A Hopelessly
Exciting Portfolio

by Tammy Shell

Rules are good. Break them.
Tibor Kalman

Hi, I’m Tammy.

I grew up Baptist.

F

about design.

And this is how I
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I am for an art that is
political-erotical-mystical,
that does something other
than sit on its ass...
Claes Oldenburg

In
the

be
gin
ning
I did not make the cheerleading squad
my freshman year of high school.
To diffuse my grief, I joined the newspaper staff and soon discovered the love of my life.

[clockwise from the top left]

OPHELIA
MANEATER
SLEEPING IN PUBLIC

I began as a photo
major fueled by idols
such as Nan Goldin,
Cindy Sherman and
Sophie Calle.
Since I am plagued with shyness, alter ego explorations
became a pursuit.

I have emerged a
design convert.

photo + design =

PRETTY PUPPY PRODUCTS
For this branding project,
I photographed friends and
furballs styled with a vintage
pinup theme.
My target audience encompassed smart, fashion-minded
young professionals who
happen to love furry animals—
sans the stink.

Self-initiated photography often enters
my design work.

TENDER BUTTONS
The goal for this project
was to reinterpret Gertrude
Stein’s, Tender Buttons in a
poetic manner.
As a reference to feminine
tradition with a twist, I sewed
the cover by hand to include a
sharp and whimsical line from
the poem, Rooms, The Sister
was not a Mister.

Exploring new
materials and
processes is
my specialty.
It is my belief that all projects should include:
yarn, dirt or raw meat.

A MODERN NIGHT
Modern dance is an emotion
laden pursuit. I photographed
a dress rehearsal and fell in
love with the motion expressed
by this female dancer (left).
The grid-embracing type is an
homage to high “modernism” in
graphic design.

Oh how I love
performance.

LOCAL DIRT BRANDBOOK
The name of my proposed
vegan restaurant is, local dirt.
My idea is to loosen the
stiffness of the stereotypical
militant vegan variety. It’s a
great lifestyle and they have
fun too. (I was a vegan at the
time.) My brand essence is
friendly, organic and eclectic.

BRAND ESSENCE

IMAGE USAGE EXAMPLE

MISSION STATEMENT

MARKS DEFINED

SERVER UNIFORM EXAMPLE

BRANDING BOOK COVER CREATED
WITH REPURPOSED MATERIAL

WE!
My friend Jane (the blond
perfomer) asked me to create
a “practical” program for the
show. (This adjective is rarely
used to describe my work.)
I survived—and decided to apply
a whimsical treatment to the
type and image interaction of
the title. The WE! is now personified to represent audience
participation within the show.

THE FINE TYPE
These are expressive type
experiments. It is my belief that
occasionally working outside of
the computer screen leads to
exhilarating & intuitive discovery.
I imagine the top left could
translate into a Barbara Kruger
style billboard.

The marriage of
type and image
may emit an aroma
sweet and toxic.

WORD UP
A type mailer for the typeface,
Frutiger, with a goal to tempt
the viewer to adore this font.
Adrian Frutiger was recruited
in 1975 to create an elegant
typeface for Paris airport
signage that could be read,
“even at an angle.” In addition
to angles, I’ve incorporated
the Frutiger arrow to reference
the runway experience.

This portfolio
demonstrates my
love for Frutiger.

MoMA TEENS ART CLASSES
In the Making Teen Art Classes are
explosively energetic experiences
that combine structure in tandem
with free-spirited art making.
My concept for this spring flier/
poster revolved around (fluorescent
ink) and symbolically pouring out
the imagination. I was bananas
about this project.

View the motion piece here.

[DETAIL]

MoMA TEENS ART CLASSES
I met a man named Chuck at a
warehouse in Brooklyn to photograph his vintage tools. He was
nice and did not put me in a van.
My concept for this fall flier/poster
revolved around “making” with tools.
Since this is a teen show, some of
the tools are a play on the concept.
I was reading Alice in Wonderland
at the time and so a bottle marked
“drink me” is an option.

View the motion piece here.
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POSTER BACKS

I NEED A SIDEWALK
My partners and I were awarded
a grant by Design Ignites Change
to implement a self initiated, I
need a sidewalk campaign.
These are filmstills from the
documentary I created from our
research and guerilla tactics.

View the motion piece here.

Visual advocacy
projects have
unveiled for me
the lethal potential
of design.

tammyshell.com

hello@tammyshell.com
913 220 8267
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education Kansas City Art Institute, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design,
completed, May 2011.
employment [EXPERIENCE OUTSIDE OF KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, NOTED]
design The Museum of Modern Art, (NEW YORK, NY), internship with the
inhouse design studio. (Mentored as) lead designer for MoMA Teens’ fall
exhibition graphics & spring promotional materials. (Sept–Dec 2011)
Dolphin Gallery, assisted curator with research, design and narrative for a
site-specific, historical downtown Kansas City photo exhibition. (Summer 2011)
Quixotic Fusion, internship with a nationally touring dance company.
Promotional material design & photo documentation. (Fall 2010)
Made in Space, (LOS ANGELES, CA), internship with April Greiman’s
(unbelievably neon) design studio. Assisted with projects including web,
motion and fine art production. (Summer 2010)
Owen/Cox Dance Group, designed poster, handbill and program cover
for various performances. (July 2008–Oct 2011)
City in Motion Dance Theater, designed poster, postcard, program cover
& animated ad for A Modern Night at the Folly. (Feb 2010 & 2011)
photography

EVENT PHOTOGRAPHER FOR THE FOLLOWING:

Owen/Cox Dance Group, The Nutcracker & the Mouse King. (Dec 2010)
AIGA KC, A6 Design Awards. (Sept 2010)
City in Motion Dance Theater, A Modern Night at the Folly. (Feb 2010)
Jane Gotch Dancers, Four Seasons, the Paragraph Gallery. (Feb 2010)
Fringe Festival, Clairvoydanse, City in Motion Dance Theater. (June 2009)
production/
other

Tabco, Inc Printing Company, Trained new art department employees
production procedures specific to flexographic printing. (Summer 2011)
E.G. Schempf, photographer, optimized and color corrected digital
photographs of paintings and various art shows. (Fall 2007–Summer 2008)

Photography informs my design &
assures my purpose for a pulse.

memberships & Graphic Design USA magazine, featured in the top 25
honors design Students to Watch in 2011 article. (Feb 2011)
Design Ignites Change, national contest, awarded implementation grant for a collaborative social, visual advocacy
project, I Need a Sidewalk. (Feb 2011)
GOOD magazine, featured in Students Use Design to Solve
Real-World Problems, article. (Feb 2011)
AIGA KC Student Scholarship, selected nominee by KCAI
design faculty. (Spring 2010)
KCAI Design Award, for rigorous process, imbuing work
with conceptual depth and fearless exploratory methods.
(Spring 2009–2011)

Design Observer, featured my self-initiated local crime
awareness campaign, Light up Washington Street. (Fall 2009)
AIGA member, (since Fall 2008)
KCAI Dean’s List, (since Fall 2008)
KCAI Merit Award, (since Fall 2007)

skills I have been stricken with a severe passion for design.
Extensive knowledge in photography, typography, color
theory, branding, print production. Some knowledge (and
tremendous interest) in stop-motion, filming and editing,
information architecture, user experience and web design.
Extensive knowledge with the basic design suite. Experience
with HTML and CSS, Flash, Dreamweaver and Final Cut Pro.
Hell bent on learning After Effects.

REFERENCES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

I am currently
living in NY.

Vote for Tammy.
& visit my website here.

